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Introduction
The farmgirl, the teen model, maryanne from Gilligan's Island.... what is it about pigtails? Whatever it
is, there is no doubt the pigtail look gets a huge upgrade when it is accompanied by a firm round ass.
Like putting chocolate and peanut butter together... only better.

Adult Review
The newest offering from the guys at All Exclusive Pass, Pigtails Round Asses is a site devoted to anyone who thinks a petite
princess with a pair of pigtails and a firm round bottom deserves some attention.
  
  In one exclusive scene after another a hot young starlet parades out in front of the camera with her hair neatly pulled to the
sides and her buxom bottom on full display.
  
  Along with the well produced videos and a stunning collection of pics, the site offers a ton of bonus content. Extra video
feeds, bonus non-exclusive scenes, even some live chat and dating feeds are thrown in for free.
  
  On its own this site might not get as high a review score because it is so focused on one narrow niche of lust. However,
when you consider this is just one of the sites included in your All Exclusive Pass membership for a single fee, this site
clearly becomes some huge bang for your smut buck.
  
  Take a look at the right side of this review and look over all the other sites included in your membership... then try not to
hurt your bulge as you tug your wallet out of your pocket to sign up!

Porn Summary
As a stand-alone site this may be too narrow a niche, but as one of several sites included in the All Exclusive Pass network it
becomes yet another shining jewel.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pigtailed teens full of spunk with a nice amount of junk in their trunk!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 86
Support: 83 Unique: 90    Taste: 86        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Ass Like That (85) ,WillSheGag (85) ,Pigtails Big Tits (85) ,StinkFillers (85) ,Naughty Best Friends (85) ,My Favorite
CreamPies (84) ,Gag Sluts (84) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Hardcore, PornStars, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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